
Our company is hiring for a director consumer marketing. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for director consumer marketing

Establish objectives and success metrics (e.g., online conversations, tonal
sentiment, viral impact, views, store visits, etc)
Oversee all aspects of digital program execution including the development
of all assets, content and translations, issuing creative requests, managing all
timelines and resources, legal approval of execution and agency contracts,
managing information flow between internal teams and agencies, asset
design, development, QA, launch, optimization and recaps
Collaborate with internal teams and vendors on the development of
programs
Support Vice President in developing cross-channel programs and strategies
Drive the competitive analysis of digital programs
Oversee advertising manager to ensure success of media programs,
production of advertising assets, and issuance of ad guidelines
Review media plans and ensure they adhere to Global strategy
Partner closely with ecommerce, creative and other marketing/globe comm
teams to ensure program effectively communicates the brand message and
provides our consumers with an optimal cross-channel experience
Provide input for Social Media Report Card and measure the impact of
programs based on defined KPIs
Ideally educated to graduate standard in related field required or be of
graduate calibre

Example of Director Consumer Marketing Job
Description
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Strong presentation/communications and influencing skills
Minimum ten years of commercial experience, including seven years
marketing experience preferably consumer marketing
Demonstrated success with identifying growth opportunities for a given
product
Identifying and opening up new marketing sales channels of scale enterprise
wide
Seeking out new marketing partnerships to drive home delivery print/digital
subscriptions for USCP and USA Today
Identifying, testing, and rolling out with cross-sell and upsell opportunities to
drive Home Delivery/digital volumes and overall profitability


